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Back to Jim Crow

BY JOEL DRYER

The Associated Press reported on a decision by Iowa’s attorney general, Richard Turner, Wednesday in Des Moines, Iowa, that black people are less likely to be killed in street fights than white people.

Turner said that the evidence is insufficient to prove that the deaths of blacks in street fights are more likely to be due to police actions than to criminal activity.

However, the U.S. Department of Justice has said that the deaths of black people in street fights are more likely to be due to police actions than to criminal activity.

In a statement released Wednesday, the department said that the deaths of black people in street fights are more likely to be due to police actions than to criminal activity.

The department noted that the deaths of black people in street fights are more likely to be due to police actions than to criminal activity.

"The deaths of black people in street fights are more likely to be due to police actions than to criminal activity," the department said.

The statement comes after the attorney general of the state of Iowa said that the evidence is insufficient to prove that the deaths of blacks in street fights are more likely to be due to police actions than to criminal activity.
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Complaints of 'negativism'
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Lower gas rates here

A reduction will come this year for Iowa gas users. Nearly 120,000

Iowa gas users are paying lower rates. The Iowa Natural Gas Pipeline

Company, a subsidiary of the American States Pipeline Company, has

begun lowering gas rates for Iowa gas users. As a result, the average rate

for a typical consumer will be reduced by 2.5%. The rate reduction will

begin in March and apply to all customers subsequent to that date.

The reduction will bring the average rate for a typical consumer to

$2.20 per thousand cubic feet, which is a 2.5% reduction from the present

rate of $2.27 per thousand cubic feet.

The reduction is the result of the Iowa Natural Gas Pipeline Company's

efforts to reduce costs and improve efficiency in the operation of its

natural gas pipelines. The company has been working to reduce costs

and improve efficiency for several years, and the rate reduction is a

reflection of these efforts.

"This is good news for Iowa gas users," said John Smith, general

manager of the Iowa Natural Gas Pipeline Company. "We are proud to

be able to pass these savings on to our customers."
Will relight torch

Miriam Warner, Robert Warner pledged to relight the torch carried by the late President John F. Kennedy Thursday, in a speech before the West Virginia Legislature. Warner said:

"He might be pretty tough on Russians and will probably move to follow the position of the other four major powers, but I don't think his moves this week in response to the United Nations' or Russia's will change that. But I don't think we should be too surprised by them either."

World peace? No ideas yet

Six nations have been selected for the first annual "Peace Body Laureat" contest, according to C. Robert K. Kehoe, professor of military science, the center's sponsor.

The award, initiated last November after NATO alliances and the Vietnam War had given some doubt whether we can think of the best idea to work towards peace. Kehoe said two of the six -- the U.S. and the Soviet Union -- are not on an agenda.

The award, sponsored by the Peace Body, will be given to the winner in the winter of 1968.

"I don't think there is any idea. We're not sure of the last idea to work towards a lasting peace," Kehoe said. He added that the six nations' efforts are "not very much.

"If you're going to have it, it's better to have something that is not too much."

Child clinic initiates $7.50 registration fee

By STEVE MORE

Daily Iowan Staff Writer

The University of Iowa Hospitals' Pediatric Clinic has initiated a registration fee beginning next month as a means of cutting costs to University students and children examined at the clinic. The fee will allow the clinic's 6,000 patients to be reached.

More than 1,000 patients come to the clinic each year for various reasons, including examinations, emergency visits, and check-ups.

"There is no change in fee for immediate care fees, which are assessed on a visit-to-visit basis," said Dr. Donald A. Bridges, professor and chairman of the Department of Pediatrics.

The fee has been in effect for the past several years for patients who are not enrolled in any health insurance plans, Bridges said. He added that the fee was not a cost to the patient, but rather a means of cutting costs to the clinic.

As a result of the fee, the number of patients seeking immediate care has increased in state funds. Despite this, Bridges said that the fee has been successful in maintaining the clinic's current status.

Monday thru Saturday Special!!

HAMMS

On Top Special

$9.00

With purchase at George's Gourmet...with any Pizza, Spaghetti, Fish, Chicken, Rib, Steaks Dinner or Gourmet Sandwiches.

Francesca's PIZZA HOUSE

INNERNATIONAL GOURMET DAY

DELIVERY - CATERING - CARRY OUT

2 W. 4th Ave. E. 6:30 to 9:00 North of Tawawaen Shopping Center

FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY

107 E. Burlington

IOWA CITY

351-7150

Good Listening in the 11PM-2AM Tuesday, Thursday, Friday's

The TACO VENDOR LTD.

Net a Franchise

TIACOS

ENCHILADAS

TACOS

CHICKEN

BURRITOS

FRIED AYAKI

DEAL IN

or carry out

Saturday nights only

11PM-2AM

THE CRASH CENTER

1st Ave. & 11th St.

Sundays come by

Every day 7PM to 2AM

301-8186

The ultimate experience for everyone!

"FANTASIA II MUST!" Directed and Narrated by R.C. Rich the film features the classic music of Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, and Debussy. "FANTASIA II MUST!" introduces a whole new generation to the world's greatest music.

"FANTASIA II MUST!" is a 102 minute show that features the world's greatest music performed by the California Royal Philharmonic under the baton of Dr. Donald A. Bridges.
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Many doctors refuse to perform abortions

Last in a Series of Four: "RATIONAL MEDICAL" 

Although medical journals now agree that many doctors medically accept that many physicians in the United States refuse to perform abortions, even where they are legal. Recent Catholic bishops don’t permit abortions because they violate church doctrine.

Some doctors say they are against legislating abortion be- cause they fear that the laws would become unmanageable.

We already have enough problems without adding to the difficulties that accompany such legislation. 

The Iowa code says: "No person is required to participate in any form of population control but is at liberty to attempt to prevent the birth of an unwanted child."

UI scholars win $100 study grants

Offer course in film making

An Action Studies course covering the theory and mechanics of a film-making is being offered in the credit and non-credit courses.

"Movie 1" will consist of 16mm films and give students with a knowledge of film-making the opportunity to make films for their credit and without a fee.

All films must be submitted by the end of the term and will be screened in a special screening.

Participants may vary their own equipment, or equipment will be provided for a fee.

The Iowa Code says: "No person is required to participate in any form of population control but is at liberty to attempt to prevent the birth of an unwanted child."

Many doctors refuse to perform abortions

The American Medical Association reports that 75% of all doctors have adopted abortion referral services and 25% have adopted "permissive" laws in the United States. The AMA reports that as many as five of the eleven doctors report that they would perform abortions, even in some cases where the mother’s life might be threatened or destroyed.

The state also provides for the supervision or recreation of the doctor. If the woman is not in a hospital or a skilled nursing facility, she must be referred to a hospital or a skilled nursing facility.

The law also provides for the supervision or recreation of the doctor. If the woman is not in a hospital or a skilled nursing facility, she must be referred to a hospital or a skilled nursing facility.
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UI debate tournament Feb. 5-6

More than 300 student debaters and public speakers and family members from 35 colleges and universities in 30 states are expected to attend The Fourth Hawkeye Invitational Tournament to be held at The University of Iowa next week.

The public is invited to attend round robin debates and listening to speakers presenting their points on all sides of the argument for each debate. The tournament will consist of six debates, one Saturday morning and one on Saturday evening.

The public is invited to attend round robin debates and listening to speakers presenting their points on all sides of the argument for each debate. The tournament will consist of six debates, one Saturday morning and one on Saturday evening.
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Florida may be turning point

Muskie will take early lead in N. H.

The Board of Student Publications soon will interview candidates for editor of the Daily Iowan to serve in the coming year. This position will require a person with the ability, dedication, and responsibility to assume editorial control of a daily newspaper with a circulation of 15,000.

The applicants must be either graduate or undergraduate students currently enrolled at the U. of Iowa. Applicants need not be Journalism Students, but the Board will require the following qualifications: scholarship; training and experience in editing and newswriting; supervisory experience; the ability to organize, lead, and inspire a staff engaged in creative editorial activity, and other factors.

Applications will be considered for the full year from June 1, 1972 to May 31, 1973.

WANTED: EDITOR
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DANCE PARTY
BEER—ALL YOU CAN DRINK
Maison Jules—11th—9 to 12
6 p.m. Friday, Feb. 4
Sponsored by:

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN AND FOREIGN STUDENTS
Member $1.00
Traveling reservations available from
International Center 7:30 to 9:00

AMAZING NEW EVERLASTING LIGHTER
THE WORLD'S MOST USEFUL AND HONEY SAVING INVENTION, MAKES IT A UNIQUE TREASURE TO POSSESS.
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MAYFLOWER BUILDING, 1202 MAIN STREET

MARTIN MARKETING COMPANY

WANT TO SELL FOR YOURSELF?
SPECIAL PRICES—$1.95 for 4, $2.00 for 6, $3.00 for 10.
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Americans arrive

The team of the United States for the Xth Winter Olympic games marches into the arena of the Malmedy Stadium for the start of the Olympics. AP Wirephoto

### Slim hopes for U.S. in Olympics

The Daily Iowan

Clayton Marnell

Like many Coach A. J. Co. 39, McNamara said the Hawks are going to have to play their style of basketball tonight. Thomas, the Hawks' top scorer, said he is also counting on the team to play as a unit.

The Hawks' record dropped to 3-0-1. With a 7-1 record, they are still in the Kinnick rets for the first time in four years.

BY ARTHUR OWENS

The Daily Iowan

January 28, 1971
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For a limited time, DSL is offering a free SHARPE "Stereo Central" with the purchase of either the Model 770, 660, or MKII SHARPE Stereophones. SHARPE Stereophones offer you the ultimate in quality listening, and the "Stereo Central" brings you the magnificence of remote stereophone listening from your favorite chair.

**From Discount Stereoland, A Very Special Sale**

**Other Models Also Available**

**SHARPE STEREOPHONES**

Personalized listening with unparalleled fidelity

SHARPE Stereophones bring to your ears the sound exactly as it was meant to be heard, as it was intended — representing the ultimate in audio engineering achievement, with fidelity and realism that surpasses the finest "big speaker" sound system, a totally new concept in personalized listening. SHARPE handcrafted quality speakers employ the frequency response of electronic systems that is devoid of any discernible distortions. Every note and overtone captured on the original recording is reproduced — from resonant bass to elusive whisper.

The established choice of professional users, the rigid SHARPE standards of quality are your guarantee of the finest in sound reproduction. Available in a wide range of designs, there is a SHARPE Stereophone to fit the most discerning personality and the most disciplined budget. Compare them with the finest in sound quality at any price.